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PSYCHOLOGY OF THE SOUL. Chapter 10
Change may happen in many ways, but in not anyway because when we allow
change to happen in anyway, we are condemned to repeat ourselves, or we are
going to move backwards instead of moving forwards.
10.-SUPERIOR LEVELS OF CONSCIOUSNESS: CHANNELING WAYS OF
CHANGE
Now, we will refer to something special related to development of consciousness’
superior levels, creating or creative personality. That is what we call channeling
ways of change.
Change may happen in many ways, but not in anyway because when we allow
change to happen in anyway, we are condemned to repeat ourselves, or we are
going to move backwards instead of moving forwards; it means, we are going to
descend. Therefore, there are some ways which channel change and we call them
channeling ways of change. These correspond with laws of creation which include
three types:
§

Spirit Laws or Laws of Synthesis.

§

Laws of Soul, Laws of Consciousness or Laws of Magnetic Attraction.

§

Laws of Nature or Laws of Economy.

§

Intermediate laws, which are those of magnetic attraction, rule the relation

between the first spirit laws and the third laws of nature so that, we have an
intermediate substrate: our soul, our consciousness, our magnetic attraction which
allow us to manage those two types of laws.
Let’s see another way to name these laws:
§

Laws of Synthesis as Laws of Will or Purpose.

§

Laws of Consciousness as Laws of Love-Wisdom.

§

Laws of Economy as laws of Nature, Laws of Active Intelligence, or Laws of

Moving Active Intelligence.

So, we introduce ourselves to something that we do know, but we do not recognize
it, because we do not manage it on daily life. It is about will, love, and intelligence.
Will, love and intelligence are channeling ways of change; it means change
happens throughout these directions. Change may happen out of these directions,
but it will not be significant; it means, we will not be able to assimilate that change
in our life, it will be neither integrative, nor healer; we will lose the process of
change.
How can we create the ways leading us to change with a determined purpose,
direction, and sense?

That is to say: How can we be masters of our own

evolution?
We will try to analyze this question from the evolution’s path.
According to Rupert Seldrake, Laws of Nature are nature’s habits.

A thing

happens only because it has happened many times and, if it has happened many

times, it has more and more tendency to happen in such a way that there is a
moment which cannot happen in a different way; it always has to happen that way.
Let’s imagine a consciousness vortex; an ocean; the Titi Kaka Lake. Up in the
height there is a huge lake which is the consciousness’ potential; the creator
potential. When the level increases, it automatically overflows on many places and
floods are caused. We could create a lockgate in the lake to take advantage of the
potential and generate light when water is more than enough. But, instead of using
hydroelectric light, many villages are destroyed by floods.
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